Resource Development Committee

Record of Meeting
Wednesday, June 27, 2012
12:30 pm – LRC-4B

Attending: Mary-Jo Apigo, Mark Pracher, Barry Sloan, Bob Sprague

Bob Sprague spoke with the group about creating and publishing an informative campus-wide newsletter as to what is happening with grants and developments at West. There would be a link to click on.

**Action Plans:**
1. Create quarterly newsletter from Resource Development Committee with a title such as “Things Grants Make Possible”
2. Look at certificates at West and see how certificates are connected to grants to get them up to date and established.
3. Going to submit SFP series 1, 2, 3, from the SFP series

Mary-Jo Apigo, Teaching and Learning area:
1. Title V stipends & technology
2. Tech Fair
3. SFP Technician – Dept. of Labor grant

Mark Pracher gave an update of grants in development:
1. Dept of Commerce – jobs for students at Cerritos, El Camino, Valley, and West.
2. Disabled students project – will assist people with developmental disabilities
   The students will learn about jobs suitable for them so that they are able to make better decisions when searching for jobs.
3. Gateway to College
5. ECO Station proposed farm project
6. Second National Science Foundation (NSF) application – STEP Program
   West calls it Discover Science & Technology – has to be revised for the fall 2012.
7. Title V with Mission – ATD goals and gaming, STEM & faculty advising
8. Two Title V’s – Pierce and Harbor – announcements are due

Barry Sloan, Contract Education and Extension

- Exploring educational tours – in specialized areas in film, dental hygiene, combine with language learning in English or other cultural activities to enhance their experience in the U.S.

**VISION –** West: A gateway to success for every student.

**MISSION –** West Los Angeles College provides a transformative educational experience.

   West fosters a diverse learning community dedicated to student success.
### Revenue Enhancement Initiative

- Grants
- Partnerships
- Contract Education
- College Enterprise
- Global Studies Initiative
- Foundation

### Committee Members

**Chair**
Robert Sprague

**Academic Senate**
Katherine Boutry
Adrienne Foster
Jack Ruebensaal
Beraki Woldehaimanott

**Administration**
Betsy Regalado
Robert Sprague
Ken Takeda

**AFT Classified**
Sunny Leon

**AFT Faculty**
Bruce Anders
Olga Shewfelt
Vacant

**ASO**
Durrell Levy

**Dean of Development and Sponsored Programs**
Mark Pracher

**SEIU**
Diana Baxter

- Cinema production program in Rome
- Working with Chinese government to have certified trained tour guides in Los Angeles. Mark Mancini is working with Barry on a training program for tour guide. It is a voluntary program. The Chinese government may subsidize the cost of training in the proposal stage.

The meeting adjourned at 1:44 pm.